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At that moment, Kai’s body was fiery red, as though he had been set on fire from the 
inside out. As an ear-piercing roar rang out, a terrifying aura enveloped the forest, 
causing the surrounding trees to topple over and the ground to shake. 

The mountain was reduced to messy shambles in a split second, looking very much like 
a meteorite had struck and destroyed the area. 

By then, everyone in the Zagorski residence was jolted awake and turned to look at the 
mountain in the near distance with shock. “What’s happening? Was it a meteorite?” 
Austin asked as he hastily got up, his face grim and ashen. 

Everyone ran to the courtyard without further. ado and stared at the ball of fiery red light 
atop the mountain. “I-I see a human. The one emitting light from the summit is a 
human…” Kayson muttered. 

Shocked, the crowd hurried to the backyard, only to see the well-built secret room 
reduced to rubble and ash. All of a sudden, Austin froze in his tracks. “Could that be Mr. 
Chance?” 

At that moment, everyone felt a menacing aura gradually approaching them. Even 
though they were all Greater Martial Arts Marquises, their hearts couldn’t stop racing 
from the overwhelming anxiety. 

“It’s Mr. Chance,” Verner replied, eyes widening in surprise. “I-It’s him…” 

Flaxseed, on the other hand, remained unfazed. “ Kai sure is extraordinary. Given his 
current abilities, I wouldn’t be surprised if he flattened an entire mountain.” 

“Why did Mr. Chance go to that mountain, though? Kayson queried, eliciting a chuckle 
from Flaxseed. “If he didn’t do that, the Zagorski residence would’ve been obliterated!” 

Only then did realization dawn upon Kayson. Ah! Mr. Chance was only trying to prevent 
his aura from destroying our house! “Come on. Let’s go take a look!” Flaxseed urged 
before making his way up the mountain. 

Excited to witness how powerful Kai had become after consuming a divine pill, the rest 
of the crowd promptly followed behind. Meanwhile, Kai’s body glowed so brightly. that 
even his insides were illuminated. As the light continued to flicker, Kai’s aura, too, 
continued to grow. 

In fact, he was trying his best to control the power in his body so it could increase 
gradually. If he had let it all out in one shot, the explosion would, without a doubt, raze 



the mountain to the ground. Worst of all, his body would also be severely injured from 
the sheer impact. 

Nearby, Skylar gazed at the glowing spot and continued marching forward. “It’s right in 
front! This aura is frightening… For all we know, he has broken through the Greater 
Martial Arts Marquis level.” 

Behind him, as it turned out, were four Black Gold Robe warriors! Initially, Skylar had 
planned to head to Encanta Island after convening with the Black Gold Robe warriors. If 
they managed to bump into Kai on the island, they’d kill him there and then. 

Otherwise, he’d take the chance to eliminate everyone from the prestigious families. 
After all, the four Black Gold Robe warriors were unrivaled presences. 

However, they had barely set off for Encanta Island when they noticed the bizarre 
occurrence near the mountains. 

Needless to say, Skylar knew something was amiss. These sudden occurrences must 
be the result of Kai’s breakthrough! This unusual phenomenon, combined with the fact 
that he had recently created a divine pill, must mean he has consumed it! 

After much pondering and getting the green light from Malphas, Skylar finally rushed 
toward the mountain with the Black Gold Robe warriors in tow. 

One thing was for sure-they couldn’t let Kai level up further. If he were to go beyond 
Greater Martial Arts Marquis and achieve Martial Arts Saint, capturing him would 
become virtually impossible. 

Before long, Skylar and his team arrived at their destination. However, upon seeing Kai 
with his eyes tightly shut and his body glowing red, Skylar began to panic. 

The journey to Kai’s location alone had already taken a lot out of Skylar and the 
warriors, especially since they had to resist his. overwhelmingly strong aura every step 
of the way. 

“As expected of the Golden Dragon’s True Form! Despite having directly consumed a 
divine pill, he can still suppress the burst of energy and level up bit by bit. Then again, I 
can’t believe he hasn’t assigned anyone to protect him during this crucial process. Ha! 
In that case, he can’t blame us for making our move…” Malphas said with a sneer. 
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At this moment, the energy within Kai’s body continuously rose while he desperately 



suppressed that power to prevent it from erupting and injuring himself. Hence, he could 
only let his energy level increase steadily. 

Kai had actually sensed Skylar’s arrival, but he dared not act recklessly at this time. He 
could only hope that the power within him would be absorbed faster. 

Sensing the burst of energy within Kai, Skylar knew his opportunity had come. If he 
waited any longer, allowing Kai to achieve at breakthrough, the situation would become 
troublesome. 

Skylar approached Kai directly while leading four men in black-gold robes. “ Kai, you 
didn’t expect us to meet so soon, right? Skylar said with a sneer. 

Kai merely glanced at him without speaking. Nonetheless, a hint of anxiety flashed 
across his eyes. Taking in the look in Kai’s eyes, Skylar grew even smugger. 

“If it weren’t for the fact that Lord Tanner is interested in your body, I would’ve beheaded 
you right now,” Skylar uttered, his eyes filled with murderous intent. He hated Kai to the 
core, as he couldn’t forget Kai was the cause of his father’s death and the destruction of 
the Norton family. 

If it weren’t for Kai, Skylar would still be the scion of a wealthy family, indulging himself 
in a life of luxury and not running around as someone else’s servant. 

“Stop talking nonsense. He’s at a critical stage right now, so you can seize this moment 
to absorb the spiritual energy within him and leave his mortal body unharmed.” 
Malphas, residing within Skylar, spoke up. 

Skylar glanced at the four men in black-gold robes. Then, the five of them 
simultaneously placed their hands on Kai. They planned to absorb the spiritual energy 
within Kai’s body, rendering him incapacitated. 

Moreover, that spiritual energy could also help them cultivate. They knew that the 
spiritual energy within Kai was too overwhelming, and if one person tried to absorb it all, 
their body would likely explode. 

However, just as the quintet placed their hands on Kai, several gusts of wind buffeted 
them all of a sudden, forcing them to dodge! “How dare you try to take advantage of Mr. 
Chance in Norham?” Austin bellowed while glaring at Skylar and his group. 

Flaxseed’s face darkened the moment he noticed Skylar and the few Black Gold Robe 
warriors behind the latter. “Are you members of Jadeborough’s Warriors Alliance?” 
Flaxseed asked impassively. 



Skylar fell into a momentary daze. It’s currently nighttime, and we’re all dressed in black 
robes. Not to mention, Jadeborough’s Warriors Alliance no longer exists, so I didn’t 
expect anyone to recognize us. 

“That’s right. I’m surprised someone was able to identify us,” Skylar admitted and 
nodded with alacrity because he knew the few people before him were no match for his 
party. 

Flaxseed, Austin, and Verner were merely Greater Martial Arts Marquises, and Kayson 
was just a Martial Arts Marquis. There was no way they could possibly contend with four 
Martial Arts Saints. 

The four men in black-gold robes were Martial Arts Saint, and with their capabilities, 
dealing with Flaxseed and the others should be a breeze. 

“Members of Jadeborough’s Warriors Alliance?” Verner grimaced and furrowed his 
brows as well. “Who cares if they’re from Jadeborough’s Warriors Alliance? This is 
Norham, the Zagorski family’s territory. Anyone who comes here must show compliance 
to our family!” Kayson, unaware of the opponent’s strength, shouted arrogantly. 

“Kayson, shut up,” Austin scolded Kayson loudly as he seemed to have noticed their 
opponent’s formidability. Nevertheless, seemingly ignorant of the perils, Kayson 
continued provoking Skylar, “You lot had better get out of Norham. Otherwise, I’ll show 
you the consequences.” 

As soon as Kayson finished speaking, Skylar waved his palm, and Kayson was instantly 
sent flying backward, spewing blood in midair. “Kayson!” Austin hastily leaped up and 
caught his son. 
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“Get out of here if you don’t want to die. I’m only targeting Kai and don’t want to kill you.” 
Skylar didn’t want to fight Flaxseed and the others. 

Flaxseed and Verner glanced at Kai, then exchanged a look, seemingly already made 
up their minds. Suddenly, Verner pulled out the Immortal Binding Rope and fiercely 
lashed it out. 

The Immortal Binding Rope was a sacred martial arts relic. Needless to say, its power 
was extraordinary. Seeing that, Skylar leaped up, and the four men in black-gold robes 
instantly closed in.. 



One of them directly grabbed Verner’s Immortal Binding Rope and then brought down 
his hand on it, breaking the rope with a snap. Witnessing the Immortal Binding Rope 
being severed so easily, Verner was stunned. 

While Verner was distracted, the black-gold- robed man struck Verner with a forceful 
punch, sending him flying hundreds of meters away like a kite with a broken string. 

The two were not fighting on an equal footing due to their mismatched cultivation levels. 
There was a world of difference in abilities between a Greater Martial Arts Marquis and 
a Martial Arts Saint.. 

Even though Verner had a sacred martial arts relic, he might not be able to draw out the 
full strength of the weapon, which had the full potential of reaching the level of Martial 
Arts Saint. That was why the man in black-gold robes could effortlessly cut the Immortal 
Binding Rope and send Verner flying backward. 

After seeing that, Flaxseed knew he couldn’t stop his enemies with his strength. Still, 
they couldn’t allow those people to lay their hands on Kai. Therefore, he took out a 
handful of charms, bit the tip of his tongue, and sprayed a mouthful of blood essence on 
the charms. 

Those charms instantly ignited into roaring flames, which then transformed into a ten- 
meter-tall fire figure. The blazing humanoid immediately dashed toward those men in 
black-gold robes. 

The scorching flames instantly raised the surrounding temperature, making breathing 
difficult for everyone present. However, the four men in black-gold robes seemed 
fearless as they simultaneously swung their fists. 

An avalanche-like rumbling sound erupted as the ten-meter-tall fiery humanoid was 
instantly destroyed. Embers scattered and ignited the surrounding trees.. 

The frightening power didn’t disappear after smashing the flaming humanoid into 
smithereens. Instead, it penetrated its target and slammed heavily into Flaxseed. 

Flaxseed’s body was instantly thrown out and crashed heavily to the ground. Colors 
drained from his face as he spewed a mouthful of blood. Shortly after, he removed a 
piece of charm from his chest with lingering fear washing over him. 

If it weren’t for that life-saving charm, Flaxseed reckoned he would’ve died from the 
ferocious: attack earlier. Holding Kayson and taking in the scene before him, Austin 
didn’t dare to move. 

He knew that even if he retaliated, his attempt would be futile. In the face of incredibly 
capable opponents, he had no choice but to resign to his fate.. 



The gap between a Greater Martial Arts Marquis and Martial Arts Saint was 
insurmountable. Furthermore, he had to deal with four Martial Arts Saint simultaneously. 
No clan in the entire Chanaea could withstand them, much less the Zagorski family from 
Norham. 

“Hmph. You really thought you could stop us? What a joke.” Skylar flashed a 
contemptuous smile at the injured Flaxseed and the others. “Quit yapping and get 
moving. Kai is about to have a breakthrough,” the spirit within Skylar urged. 

Skylar nodded. Then, together with the four Black Gold Robe warriors, he arrived before 
Kai and prepared to make his move. Unexpectedly, when they placed their hands on 
Kai’s body, intending to absorb his spiritual energy, a sudden humming sound 
reverberated. 

A bizarre power emanated from Kai’s body. The power seemed to possess an immense 
suction force, instantly and rapidly absorbing the quintet’s spiritual energy. “W-What’s 
going on?” 

Skylar panicked because he felt his aura depleting at an alarming rate instead of feeling 
Kai’s spiritual energy being absorbed. “Something’s wrong. This is bad.” 

The four men in black-gold robes also lost their cool. They were all Martial Arts Saints, 
yet even they couldn’t stop the swift flow of their aura into Kai’s body. 
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They had no idea that Kai’s Focus Technique was truly a superior technique. It could 
absorb and refine anything! It was a foolish idea for them to want to absorb Kai’s 
spiritual energy.. 

If they made a move against Kai, it was likely that Kai would be unable to retaliate. 
However, wanting to absorb his spiritual energy was like walking into a trap. “Quick… 
Retreat…” 

Malphas was roaring maniacally. Even a spirit like him could feel his life force draining 
away. It felt as if he was about to be sucked in and refined by Kai. 

Skylar and the others used all their might to try to break free. Cold sweats were pouring 
down their foreheads. When Flaxseed and the rest of them saw what was happening, 
they stared in disbelief. 

The four Martial Arts Saints and one Greater Martial Arts Marquis were being toyed with 
by Kai during a critical moment of his cultivation. They were all panicking. 



They had no idea that Kai was absorbing their aura at a tremendous speed. Skylar and 
the others tried to break free, but their palms stayed glued to Kai’s body. “What 
technique is this? This is despicable…” uttered Skylar in fear. 

Malphas seemed to realize how formidable Kai’s Focus Technique was and quickly 
said, “Retract your power. Use brute strength to break free. Be quick…” 

When Skylar and the others heard his command, they immediately retracted their 
spiritual energies and used pure strength to break free from Kai before retreating. The 
five of them looked at Kai in disbelief and confusion. 

Buzz… 

Just then, golden rays began to emit from Kai’s body. The terrifying aura continuously 
rose, and Kai’s body began to transform. It was as if his physical body was being 
refined. 

In an instant, that terrifying aura shot up into the sky, illuminating the dark skies with a 
burst of blinding light! Boom… 

The earth quaked, and the whole mountain started shaking. Initially, the jungle around 
them was burning, but after his aura exploded, the fire went out, and the entire 
mountain started to crumble! 

Flaxseed and the others withstood Kai’s explosive aura. Seeing that the mountain was 
about to collapse, Flaxseed carried Verner and ran down the mountain with Austin and 
his son. They wanted to save Kai, but his aura was too horrifying. If they stayed there 
any longer, they might be crushed. 

Skylar and the four Black Gold Robe warriors leaped into the sky when they saw what 
was happening. The moment they did that, the entire mountain collapsed. Instantly, Kai 
was nowhere to be seen! 

Skylar was reluctant to see Kai perish under the heaps of rocks. It was not Kai that he 
felt sorry for. It was the magical items and secrets that Kai had with him. 

Skylar and the four Black Gold Robe warriors fled all the way to the foot of the 
mountain. They looked up at the collapsing mountain and dust that filled the entire sky. 

“Mr. Malphas, Kai must be buried underneath the rocks, right?” one of the Black Gold 
Robes asked Skylar. Skylar did not know what to say as he glanced at the heaps of 
rocks. 

After all, it was a huge mountain. Even if it was a Martial Arts Saint being buried 
underneath, he could only accept his fate. A Martial Arts Saint was no immortal. There 
was no way he could get out once the rocks had collapsed on him. 



If a Martial Arts Saint could not get out from the debris, neither could Kai. Malphas 
seemed to sense something and said, “Let’s get out of here. This mountain won’t be 
able to hold Kai for long.” 

Earlier on, they lost quite a bit of their spiritual energy on Kai and had yet to regain their 
spiritual energy. If Kai really got out of the debris, they would be in trouble. 

Skylar quickly fled with the four Black Gold Robes. In the midst of the settling dust, Kai 
could be seen emerging from the debris without a single bit of dust on him. 
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He did not give chase upon seeing Skylar and his people fleeing. Instead, he focused 
his attention on Flaxseed and the others. 

There was calmness on Kai’s face at that moment. Even before he arrived in front of 
Flaxseed and the others, they could already feel the intense aura coming from him. 

Kai tried his best to suppress his aura. Hel knew his aura would pressure Flaxseed and 
the rest of them. “Mr. Flaxseed, are you all right?” 

When Kai saw Flaxseed’s condition, he gave his shoulders a squeeze. A wave of 
spiritual energy went straight into Flaxseed’s body. All Flaxseed felt was a surge of 
warmth, and instantaneously, he felt so much better! Kai also tended to Verner’s and 
Kayson’s injuries. The two of them were now fine. 

“Mr. Chance, did you achieve a breakthrough? Are you a Top Level Greater Martial 
Arts: Marquis now?” said Austin enviously as he looked at Kai in astonishment. 

Kai clenched his fists slightly, and the strength within him raged on. “I’m only an Eighth 
Level Greater Martial Arts Marquis so I still need some time to reach the top level. I’m 
afraid it’s an even longer way till I become a Martial Arts Saint.” 

Although the Purple Vitality Pill had allowed Kai’s ability to improve tremendously, and 
he was now an advanced-phase Greater Martial Arts Marquis, Kai was still a little 
displeased. 

He didn’t think his ability would rise so many more times than other people. 

If others had consumed the Purple Vitality Pill, they would have already become Top 
Level Greater Martial Arts Marquises. In fact, some would already be Martial Arts 
Saints! 



Yet, Kai was only an Eighth Level Greater Martial Arts Marquis! “Hmm… Looks like I still 
have a long way to go…” 

Kai let out a sigh. However, Kai was glad that he was still able to deal with those newly- 
minted Martial Arts Saints even though he was only an Eighth Level Greater Martial Arts 
Marquis. 

With his Golden Dragon’s True Form, it was very common for Kai to fight fighters who 
were beyond his level. As Kai’s ability rose, so did his magecraft, charm spells, and 
alchemy skills. Although Kai was not able to become a Top Level Greater Martial Arts 
Marquis, it was already enough. 

Once they were back at the Zagorski family, Kai told them to get some rest since they 
were going to head to Encanta Island the next day. He wanted to think of a way to stop 
the spiritual energy or stop any unnecessary bloodshed. 

There were quite a number of people who were staying at Encanta Island in recent 
years. Now that several prestigious families and sects went there, one could see the 
revitalization of spiritual energy. 

Unfortunately, those visitors were highly skilled. There was no way Terrell could stop 
them if they went to Encanta Island. 

If they were not careful, even the palace of the Duncan family could be knocked down, 
and Terrell would certainly not dare to utter a word. Therefore, Kai had to rush to 
Encanta Island as soon as possible so as to stop any conflicts. 

If possible, Kai would like to stop the spiritual energy from being revived. That way, 
those people from the secret realm would not dare to step out into the mundane world. 

The order of the mundane world would remain as it was now. The next morning, Kai 
brought Verner, Flaxseed, and the others to the hall of the Zagorski family. “Mr. Chance, 
are you getting ready to leave?” 

Austin knew that Kai planned to leave Norham. To that, Kai nodded. “That’s right. Thank 
you for your hospitality. We’ll take our leave now.” “Don’t mention it, Mr. Chance. Please 
feel free to come to Norham again. Norham will always welcome you,” assured Austin. 

Kai smiled lightly and said, “Mr. Zagorski, you aren’t the only prestigious family in 
Norham. There’s actually another one called Demon Sect but they’re in the secret 
realm. That’s why you can’t see them. However, the entrance of the Demon Sect is 
located on the outskirts of Norham. I hope that you will not have any conflict with them if 
you ever bump into them. If Demon Sect ever plans to attack all of you, you can always 
give them my name. They won’t dare to do anything to you when you do.” 



Kai decided to tell Austin the secret of Demon Sect so as to prevent a future fight 
between the two families. 

 


